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SNAPPLE
OVERVIEW

Snapple's original business model was to be
healthier than fizzy beverages. But as time has
changed, many customers are "sensitive to
being tricked". Since the founding of Snapple,
healthy product has become very popular. One
can be misled in believing that this would be
good for Snapple, but as health awareness
increase, consumers are likely to turn to very
healthy options, such as probiotic drinks such
as Kombucha, a big trend in California, Oregon,
Colorado, and New York.

COLD CHANNELS OR WARM?

According to Snapple's Pro Forma Income Statement,
the retailers' price to the consumer is $19 in the
supermarket, $24 on street. This loses some of the
premium aspects of the brand, at the tradeoff of
potential larger margins. Snapple can use supermarkets
and retail as a distribution channel, but only if they are
shown close to other premium cold channel beverages
and sold in 16-ounce single-serve containers.

DELIVERY SERVICE?

Quaker made a big mistake in trying to replicate
the formula for success from Gatorade by
selling larger bottles in warm, non-refrigerated
channels. This was a big mistake, and Triarc
should keep distribution in colder channels.

WHAT ABOUT
SUPERMARKETS?

Snapple is the tastiest when it is fresh and on
the go, and having it delivered to customers
ruins this "magic moment" of buying Snapple,
as it is not certain it is cold when it arrives. Thus,
Snapple does not have to integrate apps and
delivery services to its business plan. For now,
Snapple is strong enough without it.

PLACE & DISTRIBUTION
Novel Distribution Plan:
Aim to distribute at European Music Festivals as well
as American ones such as Coachella, the cult
Californian festival. Products are sold at higher prices
due to the exclusivity of events, and this fits in with
Snapple's premium pricing and can help Snapple bring
in high margins.
This distribution ties in with promotion, as it is mostly
fashionable young people who go to festivals, playing
into the fashion aspect on the brand too. This is perfect
for hot summers, as Snapple can be a healthy option to
hydration while transiting between music
performances.
Snapple should target music festivals because they
draw many millennials, who are more focused on
buying experiences than goods. Snapple is a refreshing
treat, and enhances the experience that is taking place
and adds more colorful and tasty memories from the
festival.

Keep short distribution channels with
emphasis on eating local.
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refrigerated beverages.

Aim for small individual and novel retailers;
Cafes and local farmers markets.

“Usually, they bombard Instagram
with photos of their boho-chic
outfits. This time, all the pictures
were of what they were eating. It’s
like festival food has suddenly
overtaken festival fashion as the
new trendy thing.”
Financial Times reporting on
Coachella trends, 2018

PROMOTION

SNAPPLE
MARKETING

As of 2018, Snapple is not at all capitalizing to their full potential the
new technologies of online marketing. A world famous brand such
as Snapple still only have around 600 to 800 likes on Instagram
photos. However, the lack of presence on social media might be
industry-specific, as Coca-Cola also does not have more than around
6,000 likes on each photo.
There is a big business opportunity for Snapple to start operating in
the promotion field of online brand ambassadors, mostly known
Instagram Influencers; Social Media platforms that can influence
other's purchasing decisions through their popularity and authority.
Products are placed in Instagrammers photos, as shown in Figure 1,
which reaches thousands of followers. This increases the "trendy
fashionable accessory" aspect of Snapple, and many millennials are
likely to buy the product to take pictures with it.
Instagram has over 800.000 users, and if Snapple could establish a
larget presence than coca cola, it could help them gain larger market
shares by aspiring to be the beverage brand that adapts to new ways
of Marketing. A 2015 survey shows that 75 % of Instagram’s users
said they had been inspired by a post to take an action such as
visiting a website or buying something online (Lazazzera, 2018).
Thus, if this strategy is implemented correctly, huge margins can be
made.
However, there are three risks with this promotion strategy.

MAGNETMARKETING

Figure one: Sample of product placement in
Instagram Picture.

1.

It is expensive. According to Financial Times,
Influencers with 100,000 followers on can
charge around £2,000 per picture (Lazazzera,
2018).

2.

The Instagram bubble might burst, as there are
general sentiments that "Social media
influencers are so last season" (Henry, Y., 2018)

3.

Instagram is big, and mainstream, and there
is a risk the brand would move away from
the local Wendy feeling.

PRODUCT
To better appeal to the health-conscious customers
who are also oftentimes concerned with the
environment, Snapple should consider abandoning their
classic glass design for a more sustainable option, such
as reusable cartoon. However, this would really
diminish the premium feeling of the brand. Snapple
must consider why they exist, to be a premium drink, or
operate in the local and green sector?

Core challenge:
Must keep on iterating
tasty and fun flavors
that consumers want,
together with fun things
such as "real facts".

SNAPPLE
MARKETING

INTERACTIVE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION
Novel Flavour Iteration Strategy:
Max Hamburgers in Sweden had competitions where anyone had
the opportunity to submit an application of his or her "dream
hamburger", customized to their own taste and naming preference.
It was a nation-wide competition, and everyone dreamed of
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famous Franchise. Snapple could use this strategy as a form of
design thinking to get novel and groundbreaking flavors, a product
strategy that heavily influenced the great success of Starbucks.
A Snapple Flavour competition would link in perfectly with
promotion. It gives Snapple an excuse to show up at festivals and
events, and attract crowds of people who want to do something
creative, playful, and come up with their own taste. This competition
could also serve as a connector of concepts for TV commercials and
advertisements: "Create your dream flavor with Snapple." Also,
Snapple is seen as a more individual drink, and this competition
brings something for people to socialize over, at the same time as it
is a solo competition to find the best flavor mix.
This can help to promote the idea in people's mind that Snapple is
dynamic & flexible. Snapple is a brand that wants to hear the
opinions and suggestions of their fruity drink fans. Snapple is
friendly.

SNAPPLE - AN
OVERPRICED
PSEUDO-HEALTHY
DRINK?
Snapple is originally "all-natural apple juice", and
was build on the words of "100% natural", but
over time, authenticity became a concern and
according to some "It even costs more than real
juice". This is an indicator that the Snapple might
have overestimated the intangible value of their
product, and some customers feel tricked by the
company.
Since Snapple is no longer a new trend, the
fashionable aspect of it is diminishing. This leads
to a lower EVC, and Snapple must take a humble
approach to change in trends and lower their
prices slightly to keep their core customers and
make sure that high price barriers stop new
customers from trying the products.

What is Snapple's economic value to the customer
(EVC)?

EVC

=

Tangible value
the product
provides
Hydration
Sugar
Taste

+

+

Intangible value
the product
provides
Something to
fiddle with
Playful image
Fashionable
status

A lower price will encourage customers
to buy Snapple more often. This is
crucial for the brand. Snapple has
multiple flavors, and once a customer
has invested money to try many
flavors, she can find a personal favorite
which adds to the individualistic aspect
of the Snapple Brand.
SNAPPLE MARKETING

LO's and HC's applied
#b110-customercentricity Shows understanding for the ideal customers by presenting music festivals
as the optimal selling place and shows early concerns that Snapple might get critiqued for not being
sustainable enough in their packaging, which more and more becomes a customer need in the 21st
century.
#b110-whyExist In Snapple Overview I show the core strengths of the product, and I also talk about
why, in fact, Snapple is becoming more and more outdated, and with new entrants to the healthy
beverage market they are losing their competitive advantage.
#b110-aboveTheRevenueLine under Promotion I talk about the potential gains and risk from
advancing marketing to be more present online and justifies this with the high percentage of people's
purchasing behavior being influenced by online icons.
#communicationdesign Uses visuals that are colorful and respect the principle of discrimination.
Groups information and paragraphs in boxes so that the reader can simply follow the logic of the case
study.
#organization Delivers a plan to Triarc in a highly effective way. The assignment instruction is to make
an action plan, and using a presentation format enables me to better communicate three distinct calls
to actions for the firm: each action focused on a different marketing outcome. The different colors of
the slides give cues that it is a new topic, and the small mixes of colors give hints that there is also
synergy between the 4Ps.
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